By contrast,
analytic results are much more difficult to achieve and much rarer. Recently, a variation of this model was introduced [3] , in which there are two species of particles, driven in opposite directions by the external field. Further motivations for studying this and related models as well as possible physical systems may be found in [4] . Since there are no interparticle interactions other than the excluded volume constraint, this model may be arguably even simpler than the driven Ising lattice gas. Yet, it undergoes a discontinuous transition, from a homogeneous state to inhomogeneous ones [3, 5] .
In this Letter we present analytic and numerical results, based on a set of continuum equations proposed in [3] .
Being essentially a mean-field theory, it is found to display the equivalent of a van der Waals loop in a suitable phase diagram, strongly indicating a first-order transition. Further, this analysis predicts a "critical" point, beyond which the transition turns continuous.
After a brief summary of the model, simulation results, and the continuum description [3] , we present exact steadystate solutions of the field equations, in terms of elliptic functions. These solutions allow us to locate the critical point exactly. All results are shown to satisfy scaling, in that they depend on the drive only through its product with L, the length of the system along the drive. We also present an approximation, based on the L~limit, which uses only elementary functions and offers a more transparent picture. Finally, we report on the bifurcationtype analysis from which conclusions on the order of the transition are drawn.
We consider a periodic square lattice, partially filled with an equal number of oppositely "charged" particles.
These hop randomly to nearest neighbor empty sites (holes), biased by an external "electric" field E acting along, say, the +y direction. Since the particle numbers are conserved, both the total charge and total "mass" are constants of the motion. The former is chosen to be zero for simplicity. We will specify the latter by the mass density m, namely, the number of particles of either charge, per site. Unless the aspect ratio of the system is sizable [5] Focusing on steady states which are inhomogeneous only in y, the t-independent partial differential equations reduce to ordinary ones. Thus, each can be integrated once immediately, the constants being the hole and charge current densities, and P can be expressed in terms of P.
Denoting d/dz by prime and letting g -= I/P, we arrive at an exceedingly simple equation [3] for p:
Imposing boundary conditions, g(0) = g (1) , and the constraint f doz(1/g) = 1 -m, the solution is unique.
Since (1) [7] , i.e. , + A sech u. Of course, we should use the interval z C [ -2, 2] instead of [0,1]. Even so, periodic boundary conditions will not be satisfied for g, though the discrepancy is exponentially small. Since 1 -I/g(z) is the particle density, the majority of particles is accumulated in a finite "wall" around z = 0. Thus, any m value can be achieved by cutting this function off at z =~2 and adjusting j. In the limit of large me, this procedure gives us j = 6e 'i, which also provides a sense of where in the m-a plane can we expect small j. From g, we obtain the mass density 1 -1/g and the charge density, ldi = g'/eg. In Fig. 3 To conclude, we found that the exact solutions of the mean-field theory, proposed for the biased diffusion of two species, provide clear insight into the spontaneous
